
Brief overview
In this research, I focus on the development of AI methods to support human

comprehension and creativity, and a mechanism by which humans can intervene in the
process of discovering novel materials and physical phenomena. My research concentrates
on revealing the mechanism underlying magnetic properties, in parallel with the design of
new crystalline magnetic materials by integrating computational materials science,
advanced data science, and structure analysis techniques. I also aim at developing a basis
for interdisciplinary experimental, computational, and data-driven approaches, and
explainable AI that will help researchers drive progress and discovery in materials science,
in order to understand physicochemical phenomena.
I actively consider three fundamental issues: materials representation, measure for

similarity between materials, and acquiring scientific knowledge on materials from data.

Achievement
1. Development of interpretable generic material descriptors: We have developed the

Orbital Field Matrix (OFM) [1, 2], that can express the structure and properties of
complex materials with various elements by incorporating atomic orbital and crystal field
information.

2. Materials similarity measure with respect to physical properties: We have developed a
regression-based measure that can determine the similarity between materials with
respect to a specific physical property [3]

3. Scheme for interpreting the output of sophisticated data-driven approaches: We
identified a robust and straightforward scheme for interpreting the output of a
sophisticated data-driven approach that predicts the Curie temperature of a binary alloy
consisting of transition metals and rare-earth elements [4].
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Hierarchical cluster structure of rare-earth transition alloys
utilizing information from the similarity measure with
respect to the Curie temperature of ferromagnets.


